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Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER |S LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
-

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)|Zl Responsive to communication(s) filed on 01 October 2012.
2a)IZ| This action is FINAL.
2b)I:l This action is non-final.
3)I:| An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
_; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims
5)IZI Claim(s) 1-22 is/are pending in the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) 1214-16 and 18 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:| Claim(s) _ is/are allowed.
7)|Zl Claim(s) 1-11 13 17and 19-22is/are rejected.

8)I:| Claim(s) _ is/are objected to.
9)I:l Claim(s) _ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway

program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
httpzx' www.usctc.qow’catents/init events/neb/inc‘exisn or send an inquiry to PPeredback

usntqt 0v.

Application Papers
10)|:l The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)|Z| The drawing(s) filed on 01 October 2012 is/are: a)|:l accepted or b)IZI objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).
Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:l AII

b)I:| Some * c)|:l None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.I:I

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _

3.|:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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DETAILED ACTION
Drawings
The drawings are objected to because every line must be sufficiently dense and dark, and
uniformly thick and well—defined in accordance with 37 CFR § l.84(l). For instance, the line

quality of Figures l—ll and 24 are relatively faded as compared to the line quality of Figures 15—
23 and 25.
Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to
the Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. Any amended replacement drawing
sheet should include all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet,
even if only one figure is being amended. The figure or figure number of an amended drawing
should not be labeled as “amended.” If a drawing ﬁgure is to be canceled, the appropriate ﬁgure
must be removed from the replacement sheet, and where necessary, the remaining figures must
be renumbered and appropriate changes made to the brief description of the several views of the
drawings for consistency. Additional replacement sheets may be necessary to show the
renumbering of the remaining figures. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of an
application must be labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet”
pursuant to 37 CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will
be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The
objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.
Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 USC. 102 that form the
basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:
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A person shall be entitled to a patent unless i
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.
(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section l22(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for
patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this
subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims l—l 1, l3, and 19—22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by
Armstrong (USP 3,972,247).

Armstrong discloses a control device for a bicycle derailleur comprising a(n):
Re claim 1
I

Support body (28)

I

Cable—winding bush (62) supported for rotation with respect to the support body

I

Indexer mechanism (60, 76, 98, 86) housed in the support body and suitable for
controlling the angular position of the cable—winding bush

I

Single manual actuation lever (112)

I

Indexer mechanism comprises a toothed wheel (60) integral in rotation with the
cable—winding bush and having a first plurality of slanting teeth (66) and a second
plurality of slanting teeth (at 68)

I

First pawl (98) integral with a driven arm of the lever and brought into thrusting
engagement on the first teeth while the lever is manually moved in a first direction
beyond a predetermined rotation threshold (col. 12 ll. 64—68; col. 13 ll. l—9)

I

Second pawl (76) driven out of retention engagement with the second teeth by the
driven arm of the lever while the lever is manually moved in the first direction up to
the predetermined rotation threshold (col. 13 ll. 7—9)
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Re claim 2
I

Lever is manually moved to the predetermined rotation threshold, the first pawl
comes into not interfering engagement with the first teeth and at the predetermined
rotation threshold, the first pawl comes into interfering engagement with the first
teeth (col. 12 11. 23—35)

Re claim 3
I

Lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, the second
pawl comes into not interfering engagement with the second teeth (col. 12 11. 23—26)

Re claim 4
I

Lever rotates in a second direction opposite the first direction, the first pawl is
disengaged from the first teeth and the second pawl is in retention engagement with
the second teeth (col. 12 11. 45—54)

Re claim 5
I

Lever is manually moved within the predetermined rotation threshold, the toothed
wheel and the cable—winding bush rotate in an unwinding direction of a traction cable
of the derailleur, fastened to the cable—winding bush (col. 12—11. 45—63)

Re claim 6
I

When the lever is manually moved up to the predetermined rotation threshold and
then rotates in a second direction opposite the first direction, the toothed wheel and
the cable—winding bush carry out a rotation in the unwinding direction of an amount
equal to one pitch between the second teeth (col. 13 11. 26—31), and the second pawl
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moves from a first gap between the second teeth to an adjacent gap between the
second teeth (col. 12 11. 56-60)
Re claim 7
I

Lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, the toothed
wheel and the cable—winding bush rotate in a winding direction of a traction cable
fastened to the cable—winding bush (col. 12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9)

Re claim 8
I

When the lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, the
toothed wheel and the cable—winding bush carry out a rotation in the winding
direction by an amount equal to at least one pitch between the second teeth (col. 12 11.
64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9), and the second pawl moves from a first gap between the
second teeth to an adjacent or subsequent gap between the second teeth (col. 12 ll. 45—
60)

Re claim 9
I

Lever within the predetermined threshold takes place about a pivot (64) supported by
a connecting member coaxial with the toothed wheel (col. 9 11. 19—24)

Re claim 10
I

Rotation of the lever beyond the predetermined threshold takes place about an axis (at
64) of the toothed wheel, integrally with the connecting member (col. 9 11. 19—24)

Re claim 11
I

Second pawl (84) is formed on a driven arm (84) of a swinging member (76) pivoted

onto the support body, and the driven arm of the lever, during its manual
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displacement up to the predetermined rotation threshold, controls a driving arm of the
swinging member (col. 12 11. 23—26)
Re claim 13
I

Driven arm of the lever has a peg (86, 88) or a roller for controlling the driving arm
of the swinging member

Re claim 19
I

Support body (28)

I

Cable—winding bush (62) supported for rotation with respect to the support body

I

Indexer mechanism (60) housed in the support body and suitable for controlling the
angular position of the cable—winding bush

I

Manual actuation lever (112)

I

Indexer mechanism comprising a toothed wheel (60) integral in rotation with the
cable—winding bush and having a first plurality of slanting teeth (66) and a second
plurality of slanting teeth (at 68; 66), a first pawl (98) integral with a driven arm of
the lever and brought into thrusting engagement on the first teeth while the lever is
manually moved in a first direction beyond a predetermined rotation threshold a
second pawl formed on a driven arm of a swinging member pivoted onto the support
body (col. 12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9), wherein said second pawl disengages from the
second teeth while the lever is manually moved in the first direction up to the
predetermined rotation threshold, and the driven arm of the lever, during its manual
displacement up to the predetermined rotation threshold, controls a driving arm of the
swinging member (col. 12 11. 45—63)
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Re claim 20

Support body (28)
Cable—winding bush (63) supported for rotation with respect to the support body
Indexer mechanism (60) housed in the support body and suitable for controlling the
angular position of the cable—winding bush
Single manual actuation lever (112)
Indexer mechanism comprising, a toothed wheel (60) integral in rotation with the
cable—winding bush and having a first plurality of slanting teeth (66) and a second
plurality of slanting teeth (at 68; 66), a first pawl (98) integral with a driven arm of
the lever and brought into thrusting engagement on the first teeth while the lever is
manually moved in a first direction beyond a predetermined rotation threshold (col.
12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9), a second pawl (76) formed on a driven arm of a swinging
member pivoted onto the support body
Second pawl disengages from the second teeth while the lever is manually moved in
the first direction up to the predetermined rotation threshold (col. 12 11. 23—26), and
the driven arm of the lever, during its manual displacement up to the predetermined
rotation threshold, controls a driving arm of the swinging member; wherein while the
lever is manually moved to the predetermined rotation threshold, the first pawl
disengages from the first teeth and at the predetermined rotation threshold, the first
pawl comes into interfering engagement with the first teeth (col. 12 11. 23—44)
While the lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, the
second pawl disengages from the second teeth (col. 12 11. 23—30)
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I

While the lever rotates in a second direction opposite the first direction, the first pawl
is out of engagement with the first teeth and the second pawl is in retention
engagement with the second teeth (col. 12 11. 54—63)

Re claim 21
I

Support body (28)

I

Cable—winding bush (63) supported for rotation with respect to the support body

I

Indexer mechanism (60) housed in the support body and suitable for controlling the
angular position of the cable—winding bush

I

Single manual actuation lever (112)

I

Indexer mechanism (60) housed in the support body and suitable for controlling the
angular position of the cable—winding bush

I

Indexer mechanism comprising a toothed wheel (60) integral in rotation with the
cable—winding bush and having a first plurality of slanting teeth (66) and a second
plurality of slanting teeth (66)

I

First pawl (98) integral with a driven arm of the lever and brought into thrusting
engagement on the first teeth while the lever is manually moved in a first direction
beyond a predetermined rotation threshold (col. 12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9)

I

Second pawl (84) formed on a driven arm of a swinging member (76) pivoted onto
the support body, wherein said second pawl disengages from the second teeth while
the lever is manually moved in the first direction up to the predetermined rotation
threshold, and the driven arm of the lever, during its manual displacement up to the
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predetermined rotation threshold, controls a driving arm of the swinging member
(col. 1211. 23-44)
I

While the lever is manually moved to the predetermined rotation threshold, the first
pawl disengages from the first teeth, and the toothed wheel and the cable—winding
bush rotate in an unwinding direction of a traction cable of the derailleur, fastened to
the cable—winding bush (col. 12 11. 45—64)

I

Lever is at the predetermined rotation threshold, the first pawl comes into interfering
engagement with the first teeth (col. 12 11. 30—40)

I

While the lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, the
second pawl disengages from the second teeth, and the toothed wheel and the cable—
winding bush rotate in a winding direction of a traction cable fastened to the cable—
winding bush (col. 12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9)

I

While the lever rotates in a second direction opposite the first direction, the first pawl
is out of engagement with the first teeth and the second pawl is in retention
engagement with the second teeth (col. 12 11. 54—63)

Re claim 22
I

Single manual actuation lever (112) that is movable in a first direction to a
predetermined rotation threshold to initiate one of an upwards or downwards
gearshifting operation (col. 11 11. 19—23), and manually movable in the first direction
beyond the predetermined rotation threshold to initiate the other one of an upwards or
downwards gearshifting operation (col. 12 11. 64—68; col. 13 11. 1—9)
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When the lever is manually moved beyond the predetermined rotation threshold, a
first pawl integral with a driven arm of the lever is brought into thrusting engagement
on first teeth of an indexer mechanism's toothed wheel (col. 12 11. 30—40)

When the lever is manually moved up to the predetermined rotation threshold, a
second pawl disengages from second teeth of an indexer mechanism's toothed wheel
(col. 1211. 23-44)
Indexer mechanism's toothed wheel is biased to rotate in a first direction under
tension from a cable (col. 12 11. 23—30)
Movement of the lever to and beyond the predetermined rotation threshold rotates the
indexer mechanism's toothed wheel and creates or relieves tension in the cable (col.

1211. 23-68; col. 1311. 1—9)
Creation of tension in the cable and relief of tension in the cable causes one of an
upwards or downwards gear shifting operation (col. 12 11. 23—68; col. 13 11. 1—9)
Claims 1 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Jordan et al.
(US PG Pub 2006/0207375 A1).
Jordan et al. a control device for a bicycle derailleur comprising a(n):
Re claim 1

Support body (18)
Cable—winding bush (22) supported for rotation with respect to the support body
Indexer mechanism (24, 26) housed in the support body and suitable for controlling
the angular position of the cable—winding bush
Single manual actuation lever (112)
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I

Indexer mechanism comprises a toothed Wheel (66) integral in rotation with the
cable—Winding bush and having a first plurality of slanting teeth (at 66) and a second
plurality of slanting teeth (at 66)

I

First pawl (84) integral with a driven arm of the lever and brought into thrusting
engagement on the first teeth While the lever is manually moved in a first direction
beyond a predetermined rotation threshold (‘J[ [0021])

I

Second pawl (74) driven out of retention engagement with the second teeth by the
driven arm of the lever While the lever is manually moved in the first direction up to
the predetermined rotation threshold (‘J[ [0021])

Re claim 17
I

Brake lever (28) for controlling a brake of the bicycle
Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 10/1/2012 have been fully considered but they are not
persuasive.
Election/Restrictions
Applicant argues that claim 18 should not be Withdrawn as being drawn to the unelected
Species IV of Figure 25. In response, the broadest reasonable interpretation ofthe limitation “an
actuation arm of the lever is provided with an articulation pivot essentially parallel to a pivot of
the brake lever” encompasses the interpretation of pivot Y of actuation arm 9 being said
articulation pivot. As noted in the non—final Office action dated 3/30/2012, pivot Y is not
essentially parallel to a pivot 6 of the brake lever. It is noted that the features upon Which
applicant relies (i.e., lever rotates to follow the movement of the brake lever) are not recited in
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the rejected claim(s). Although the claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations
from the specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Genns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26

USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). As such, claim 18 is properly withdrawn as being drawn to an
unelected species.
Armstrong
Applicant argues that the first pawl 98 is not integral with a driven arm of lever 110, but
is rather pivotally mounted about lever 110. In response, it has been held that the broadest
reasonable interpretation ofthe term “integral” encompasses an assembled connection between
two elements. In other words, the term “integral” does not exclude the ﬁrst pawl 98 and the
lever 110 from being pivotably mounted so long as they are connected to each other to function
as a whole. In re K0hn0 (CCPA) 157 USPQ 275.

Applicant argues that the second pawl 76 does not have two arms and therefore is not
properly construed as being formed on a driven arm of a swinging member. In response, the
features upon which applicant relies (i.e., two arms) are not recited in the rejected claim(s).
Although the claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the specification
are not read into the claims. See In re Van Genns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir.

1993). This point notwithstanding, Armstrong indeed discloses the second pawl (specifically the
portion of leg 84 that contacts teeth 68) formed on a driven arm (specifically portion 84 that is
driven by element 86) of a swinging member (element 76 as a whole).

m
Applicant argues that Jordan does not disclose the first pawl 84 being integral with a
driven arm of the lever 20 due to relative movement therebetween. In response, it has been held
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that the broadest reasonable interpretation of the term “integral” encompasses an assembled
connection between two elements. In other words, the term “integral” does not exclude the ﬁrst
pawl 84 and the lever 20 from being pivotably mounted so long as they are connected to each
other to function as a whole. In re Kohno (CCPA) 157 USPQ 275.

Conclusion
The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's
disclosure.
Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this
Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).
Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).
A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE
MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO
MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after
the end of the THREE—MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period
will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37
CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,
however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this
final action.
Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to DANIEL YABUT whose telephone number is (571)270—5526.
The examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
EST.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s
supervisor, Richard W. Ridley can be reached on (571)272—6917. The fax phone number for the
organization Where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571—273—8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent
Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications
may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished
applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR
system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR
system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free). If you would
like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated
information system, call 800—786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571—272—1000.

/DANIEL YABUT/
Examiner, Art Unit 3656
1/9/20 12

/Richard WL Ridley/
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3656

